
 
 

7 March Wonders of TokenStars 
 

This March we were focused on expanding our clients' portfolio, creating interaction            

between players and their supporters, and increasing the involvement of our           

community.  

✓ Bounty Fan Club released. 

✓ Football star successfully launched the first bounty contest. 

✓ 3 new signed contracts with scouted players. 

✓ 2 promising talents receive a positive response from the community. 

✓ 3 signed tennis players updated their career high. 

✓ Sports predictions contest attracted new participants. 

✓ ACE and TEAM smart contracts were re-audited. 

 
 

1. Bounty Fan Club released 
March’19 was marked with one of the most important tech and business updates on              

TokenStars platform — launching the Bounty Fan Club module. This module is          

designed to create interaction and desired engagement between stars, their followers           

and ACE & TEAM token holders.  

By launching personal Bounty Fan Clubs players receive new opportunities to attract            

fans and grow their influencing potential. On the other hand, platform users can get the               

desired involvement, take part in unique activities and earn ACE or TEAM tokens for              

promoting and completing the tasks from their favorite sports stars. With the launch of              

this module, TokenStars user can become a fan, scout or promoter in just a few clicks. 
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https://help.medium.com/hc/en-us/articles/360018834314


 

2. First bounty contest from sports PRO 
Immediately after the launch of the module, the first bounty contest appeared in it.              

The honor to provide the premiere task fell to Klauss — FC LASK striker, champion             

and top scorer of Finland. Klauss invited our users and his followers to create a LASK                

matchday preview with his photo and compete for a reward of 20,000 TEAM tokens. It               

is nice to see that the recently started cooperation with such a great football player is                

already yielding the first results and that our community has been enthusiastic about             

this campaign. 

 

 

3. New players on board 
In March TokenStars signed contracts with three promising players, which joined our            

platform through the Talent Scouting module: Tobias Shaaf, Kristaps Zusevics, and           

Valeria Olyanovskaya. 

 

Tobias Shaaf 

Tobias is a poker pro from Germany. He has been playing professionally for over 10               

years, including participating in live international tournaments all over Europe. His           

average overall ROI 69% and average ROI for 2018 is almost 300%. 
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https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/91/


 

 

 

 

Kristaps Zusevics 

Professional poker player from Latvia. His ITM is 30%, average ROI 52% and he cashed               

in total over $100,000 in less than a year playing low- and mid-stakes. According to the                

experts, he has big potential and moving to high stakes is just a question of time. 
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https://twitter.com/Champ3001/status/1103712114588430336
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/94/


 

Valeriya Olyanovskaya 

Valeriya is a talented tennis junior from Russia. She’s already in the top 200 ITF and                

plans to climb even higher. Last year she won five tournaments, including ITF Grand              

Prix W. Fibak both in singles and doubles. This year she’s already won J3 Almetyevsk               

Cup and J1 Kazan Cup in doubles. The experts have noted her strong forehand, and               

powerful serve with good precision. You can watch her training and signing a contract              

with TokenStars in this video. 
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https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/48/
https://youtu.be/a3XJurF1LhA


 

 

4. Scouting keeps work at a good pace 
Last month 2 new players were approved by the TokenStars experts and went to the               

voting stage. Both Giorgos Tsouvalas and Arnaud Sewanou received the          

community support and we’ll continue the negotiations with them. We’re glad to see             

that ACE and TEAM token holders show initiative and share their opinions: the number              

of tokens, participated in the voting, is constantly increasing — over the past month,            

about 30,000 tokens more participated in each voting. 

 

 

 

5. Players conquer new heights 
We constantly monitor the progress of signed players and sincerely rejoice in their             

success. On March, 17, Veronika Kudermetova won the big tournament in           
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BwEx6I4gemc/


 

Mexico — WTA Guadalajara 125K. This is the biggest tournament she won so far. This             

victory influenced her position in the top-100 WTA and helped update her career high:              

at this moment Veronika ranks 80 in WTA singles and 52 in WTA doubles. 

Also last month, both our signed tennis juniors Melissa Boyden and Valeriya            

Olyanovskaya achieved their career high — Melissa became #175 and Valeriya took          

#151 ranking among top juniors ITF. 

 

 

6. Predictions contest is successfully held 
The beginning of spring 2019 in many directions was associated with football in             

Tokenstars. Our monthly contest is no excuse. From 11 to 18 March, we held a Football                

Week in Sports Predictions module (https://t.me/TokenStars_Predictions_bot). We       

chose the most interesting football matches, and we hope that each of 3,800+ users              

participated in this contest enjoyed it. As usual, 100 winners shared the prize fund of               

5,000 tokens. The winner of this Football Week scored almost 3000 STAR points and              

received 500 TEAM tokens. 

 

7. Smart contracts successfully re-audited 
This March ACE and TEAM smart contract were re-audited by Callisto Security Audit             

Department. Specialists confirmed that the audited smart contracts are reliable and           

secure and can be deployed without any risks. You can check the ACE token audit report                

here, and TEAM token audit here. 
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BvG0dELg0pI/
https://t.me/TokenStars_Predictions_bot
https://ipfs-gateway.0xinfra.com/ipfs/QmQUZzB3SGCaGZMmK3EpVi9fYugP8RQgqtDcC2gTCXXUMT
https://ipfs-gateway.0xinfra.com/ipfs/QmSBSaC8yUM7Fec8m4hdY2tJexEeruMhHeFj7gKHwpBV41

